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In a world exclusive, Da Public’s Eye releases Last Dayz (A 2Pac Tribute) the video. The song
having created such a massive response through social media networks like Twitter, Facebook
and MySpace opened an entirely unlimited gathering of current and potential fans. This allowed
current fans to see another layer of Da Public’s Eye while introducing him to new fans that may
have been unfamiliar. The transition between the song and the video needed to be seamless.
This is clearly demonstrated through the simplicity and delivery of the video. The focus is not
on the video, but on the message.

“When music speaks, people listen,” stated Da Public’s Eye when asked about the fan response
to Last Days. “I think that people were missing that balance in music and Last Dayz delivered.
Once the song was featured on Hip Hop Press, AOL Music and USA Today to name a few, the
video was the next logical step” continued Da Public’s Eye. Da Public’s Eye continues to make
his mark in the music industry on local and national platforms. The North Carolina native is
currently working on up forthcoming album and preparing for the debut of his new mixtape
entitled Good For Life. The continued buzz that surrounds Da Public’s Eye is the fuel that
keeps him in the forefront of an industry that is constantly looking for the next big thing.

World Exclusive: Da Public’s Eye Pays Tribute In Last Dayz http://www.youtube.com/realtalkm
edia#p/u/1/UHSZ51z6Bdk

For more information visit www.dapublicseye.com . Follow Da Public’s Eye on Twitter
@dapublicseye or become a fan on Reverbnation and receive 10 free downloads.

About Da Public’s Eye

When a true superstar breaks on the scene demonstrating serious talent on multiple levels, all
that can be done is to stand back in anticipation of what is next to come. Jason “Da Public’s
Eye” Stanley is an eccentric artist that represent the next wave of musical fusion transcending
varies genres of music, from hip-hop to funk.
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